
 

 

 

April 19, 2021 

Dear Senator, 

Following thoughtful deliberation and a meeting with Colorado Fruit & Vegetable Growers Association (CFVGA) 
members, the CFVGA Board of Directors unanimously passed the following motion:  CFVGA opposes SB21-087, as 
written, because it is not in the interest of agricultural employees. 

To make SB21-087 truly an “Agricultural Workers’ Rights” bill, on behalf of Colorado produce growers and employees, 
we respectfully request you consider: 

• Eliminate overtime pay  Farm owners and employees expect to work long hours during Colorado’s single, short 
growing season and harsh, unpredictable weather conditions to maximize their incomes. Paying overtime is not 
feasible for most growers, depriving workers of the extra pay they count on to support their families. Colorado 
will be no different from California, where growers say their workers’ annual incomes have declined since 
overtime pay was enacted. 

• Exempt H-2A workers from this bill  Farm workers in the federal H-2A program will be paid a minimum of 
$14.82 in 2021 in addition to employer-provided housing and transportation. The federal program regulates 
housing, transportation and many other elements of their temporary employment. These workers also count on 
working more than 40 hours per week while they are away from their homes and families. 

• Defer details in this bill to the Colorado Department of Labor & Employment  A rulemaking process with input 
from a wide spectrum of stakeholders is a much more effective way to establish and implement regulations 
around break times and conditions as well as the types of tools to be used. 

• Allow farm workers to form legitimate unions  The bill gives workers the right to unionize but includes 
provisions that may or may not be important to workers, rather than allowing them to negotiate their own  
workplace priorities. 

• Full inclusion of farmers and workers  The Agricultural Work Advisory Committee set forth by this bill and even 
the drafting of this bill provide very limited input from a wide spectrum of Colorado farm owners and their 
employees. 

Please find CFVGA ag labor facts and figures at https://coloradoproduce.org/legislative-engagement/ and the 2020 
Colorado Agricultural Labor Survey For Employers by Colorado State University at 
https://foodsystems.colostate.edu/research-impacts/agricultural-labor/   We welcome the opportunity to communicate 
further with you to make this bill better for Colorado produce growers and their employees.  

Sincerely, 
CFVGA Board of Directors  
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